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Run 1677 on 19.10.22; The Dog Inn, Old Sodbury (Hare – Spider) 

This run followed the pattern of a K&A Hasher of some years ago – Syphilis.  His runs tended to be of the 

rectangular circle style.  That is, in this case: we ran parallel to the railway line to a bridge over the railway 

line and then back, parallel to the railway line.  This could have been boring, but throughout the run we had a 

Mary Poppins look-alike with us.  LSWanker actually carried an umbrella which, 

unfortunately, was not unfurled as it was NOT raining.  Also, unfortunately, we 

do not have a Hash Flash now to capture such strange apparitions. 

However, a decent run Spider, considering your mind was elsewhere throughout 

the day displayed by the equipment left behind at the end of the run.  Maybe it 

was the earth tremor at Aberdare (ex-mining district) causing the pavement to 

move and you to fall with a hit to your head - after the AGPU. 

 

Run 1678 on 26.10.22; The Farrington, Farrington Gurney (Hare – Lightweight) 

The pub    

Well. what a night.  Started off by us being checked out 

by a family from Geneva Hash.  Being led by a Pilgrim at high 

speed all the way round (Fit-trackers working it out a 4 mph – 

average).   4 miles being voted a long run for winter and hence 

Lightweight getting a down-down for it (a well laid trail 

otherwise).  The down-down being started off by our new MiMi 

(LsW): “can we have a mimi – MIMI – er, hmm, yes, 

Devonshire Arms next week  …..  he’s a Hasher……..”.  MiMi having his mind on 

why he forgot a change of clothes and so was stood all evening in shiggy shoes. 

But, the lowest point: the pub running out of beer.  So, I thought it appropriate that 

we start a “No Beer Pub” list (see separate section).  

And, everyone left happily – except LsW with his car compounded in the Co-Op 

car park.  However, he showed off his rally skills and fought his way out. 

 

Run 1679 on 2.11.22; Devonshire Arms, Bath (Hare - LsW) 

This could have been a really crap run, but fortunately it stopped raining in time to save the night.  So, it was 

just a normal crap run.  Too many tunnels and only 3 re-groups.  No exciting prat-ups.  LsW was voted as 

deserving 3x Down-Down’s, but was only awarded 1.  The pub was good; the bar-lady having a nice mid-riff. 

 

Run 1680 on 9.11.22; The Crown Inn, Saltford (Hare – No Shirt) 

Hmmm, easy run to do a write up on – nothing of note happened.  Nice flat route; weather good; & little 

shiggy.  BUT: the pub ran out of 2 of its 3 beers and the one available was hardly worth buying.  SO: it goes 

down on the list of pubs with no beer. 
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Questions to Uncle Perky 
This question was received anonymously from Lightweight 
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“Dear uncle Perky, I arrived home from the hash tonight to find my wife had locked me out; I was caught 

short and a little worse for wear, so I climbed up the drain pipe and had a shit on the roof.  My question is, do 

you think I should wipe the slate clean?” 

 

Uncle Perky’s answer:  - This is an unusual action for an animal - which humans are.  Most animals like to 

hide their tracks rather than display them.  So, nature should prevail and hence much depends on the colour 

of the roofing.  If it is similar to your turd then I would leave it.  Most of the roofs around Bath are shit 

coloured.  If there is a contrast then it would be best to remove it, particularly if the roof has solar panels.  

Turds are notorious for reducing the effectiveness of solar panels.  If the situation occurs again, I suggest 

using the neighbour’s garden.  Remember the old adage: “never shit on your own doorstep (in this case – 

roof)”.  AND, sometimes is it best to start anew with a “clean slate”. 

 

This Question was received from someone who wishes to have a reply remain anonymous.  So, she has 

changed the names to protect her identity. 

 

Dear Uncle Perky, 

I am very worried about my Husband, Shirtless. 

In the past we have always agreed that the so called “COVID epidemic” was a hoax and was designed to 

persuade gullible people to have “vaccinations”; then under the pretence of a vaccine, Nanobots would be 

injected into your bloodstream and control your brain under the control of the 5G network. 

 

Recently my husband has been chatting to people on social media using the internet, and they are telling 

him that the “COVID epidemic” is real and that these vaccinations are safe. I am worried about the influence 

these people have over him, so I have decided to sell our house and take my husband to go and live “off 

grid” in the wilds of Malmsbury. I hope that this will be enough but I am concerned it might be too late. 

 

I don’t know how to stop him believing this dangerous nonsense, what do you advise Uncle Perky. 

……….. Mrs F Cake 

 

Answer:  Well, I see we have many deeply troubled people in our group.  I may have to give a course of 

antidepressants by suppository to everyone.  This worry is common amongst the population that have been 

following the Mainstream Media too closely.  I agree that the Covid virus is real, but there are many well 

documented, qualified and detailed publications on the effects of vaccinations.  As an example:  

https://dailysceptic.org/2022/11/10/striking-correlation-between-autumn-vaccine-boosters-and-excess-

deaths-in-england-as-total-non-covid-excess-tops-23000/  AND: https://fullfact.org/health/vaccine-safety-

westminster-debate/?utm_source=content_page&utm_medium=related_content   = Sir Christopher also 

claimed: “Coroners up and down the country have found in their reports that deaths have been caused 

directly by Covid-19 vaccines.”  It’s true that Covid-19 vaccines have been listed as the underlying cause of 

death for some people. 

So, stick with your hunch and just make sure you get Shirtless pissed every night. 
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Exciting New Feature: - Guess the run 

 

This run was done in the last 6 months. 

Hint: The map shows what Snail's Nuts "ran" and may or may 

not involve some short cutting. 

 

Q: - Who was the hare?  & What was the pub? 

 

Answers on a postcard to: Freepost, Edit Hare, K&A H3, Bath 
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“NO BEER PUB” LIST 

The Farrington, Farrington Gurney: Run 1678; 26.10.22 (Hare - Lightweight) 

The Crown, Saltford: Run 1680; 9.11.22 (Hare – No Shirt) 

 

 

HASHERS HELP HERE (H3) 

Organised by K&A H3 – H3 

Everyone knows that Hashers are extremely generous, and hence I thought it appropriate to have a fund for 

those in need.  In the current financial situation, many people are struggling to pay for the things they need.  

I therefore propose we set up a funding scheme to help such people. 

 

SO: first off are those needing a HEARING AID.  IF you know of anyone who needs one and is struggling to 

get one – please submit a name to Edit Hare at the well-known email address.  The person whose name is 

submitted most - their name will be forwarded to Hash Cash for consideration. 

 

If you think of any other deserving needs, please send nominations to the Edit Hare for consideration. 

 

 

In the next edition: a Page 3 beauty; more letters to the Edit Hare; a call for scribes; and a recipe. 

 

 


